NEWS

Post-Covid education: less stress
for students, more for teachers

Homepage for
WUR scientists

Wageningen students were much more motivated at
the end of period 3 of this academic year than in the
first Covid year, when education was still almost entirely online. Moreover, the students reported significantly
less stress than a year ago.

WUR offers its scientists a lot of information that is useful for them in their day-today work as researchers, but that information is hard to find. SupHub, a new site to
be launched next Monday, aims to solve
that problem.

For teachers, however, the
post-Covid picture is more complex. While they are a lot more
enthusiastic than they were last
year, they also reported bigger
workloads and higher stress levels.
The transition to blended education is good for morale, but does
cause some extra headaches.
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Which journal should you publish in to have
maximum impact? Where can you find a
drone to carry out measurements from the
sky? All this information and more can in
theory be found on WUR web pages. ‘But
some of the info is on the intranet, while
other things are on the internet,’ says Jacquelijn Ringersma, the Easy Service in Research
programme manager at the library. ‘It is a
labyrinth.’
She was commissioned by Dean of
‘The scope
Research Wouter
is that it
Hendriks to develop
should be
SubHub. It is basifor primary
cally a kind of homeresearch’
page. Ringersma:
‘We added a layer on
top of the available services. Those services
are divided into ten categories and there is a
search bar. Once you find something, a link
takes you to that location.’
Support
A total of 150 services were identified.
Ringersma: ‘The scope is that it should
be a research support service for primary
research.’ The new portal has been tested
with researchers. The address is suphub.
wur.nl. The link to SupHub will be shown
under applications on the intranet, and on
the websites of the library and the graduate
schools.
Strangely, there is already a Research Support page on the intranet, which has a very
similar setup to SupHub. ‘We did struggle
with that dilemma,’ says Ringersma. ‘But
SupHub offers a lot more services, is easier
to search and will be kept up to date.’ rk

Work pressure

This picture emerges from a
recent survey filled in by 300
lecturers and 500 students, which
WUR hopes to use to extract
lessons from the Covid period for
the future education system at
Wageningen. Dean of Education

Arnold Bregt shared the preliminary results last week, in two short
online sessions with interested
teachers. It was suggested that
it is hybrid education that causes the increased stress among
instructors. ‘Hybrid education is
useful for students, but it means
extra work for the teachers.’
Kazem Banihashem, a postdoc
in the Education and Learning
Sciences (ELS) chair group and
coordinator of this study, reports
that it will shortly be followed up
with interviews in which the additional stress among teachers will
be discussed. The final report is
expected in mid-June. me

Wing case found
Around three weeks ago, Storm Eunice ripped a wing case off the
artwork Must Leave in the Orion pond. It had been missing ever since.
But a search operation in the pond by Professor Marten Scheffer, the
man behind the beetle, and a team of volunteers was successful. The
wing case was stuck in the pond bed a little further along. The beetle
and its wing case are now doing well. rk  Photo Ronny Rotbarth

